5 reasons for Welfare:

Web: http://www.jonwarner.org.uk Email: jrwarner@outlook.com Twitter: @Warner_Corner

1.

I will fight to ensure that FE welfare problems are NOT plastered over
with by HE-centric solutions and an FE Party sticker.

2.

I will look into the lack of counselling available to students with the
Disabled Students’ Officer and VP– Welfare

3.

I will look into the accommodation shambles in Britain with our VPWelfare, especially for our FE students

4.

Following on from research I have committed to for a motion, I will
work to deal with the unfair costs of travel to us students.

5.

I will work with liberation campaigns and related charities such as
Stonewall for our students welfare and best interests.

Current: Equality, Diversity & LGBT Officer at Harrow College. (also Learner Voice Rep)
Previous: Campaigns Officer at Harrow College (2012-13)

5 reasons for Union Development:
1.

2.

As a London student, I know the specific challenges faced by students who live, work and play
in the capital. I want to work with the VP-Union Development and the new NUS London body
to deliver change in the wake of ULU’s demise.
A representative voice– I am to be wholly representative of the 7 million, not just 7 students. I
will visit your campuses when I can or otherwise get in contact. The problems I bring to the
NEC are YOUR’S , not mine.

3.

Scrutiny– We pay our affiliation fees for a strong and efficient national union. We need to scrutinise our officers and ask uncomfortable questions, I WILL!

4.

FE-HE Coalitions– I pledge to get the FE and HE unions in a specific area to collaborate, share
ideas and campaign as a united front for our united movement.

5.

Reviving our FE unions - Too many of our FE unions carry on underfunded, unsupported or otherwise disempowered. I will see to it that all our unions reach their full potential as tools for
real social change.

5 reasons for Liberation:
1.

Liberation at FE– Liberation is one of the most neglected priorities in
FE unions. I will encourage more FE Participation in this.

2.

I will quash any form of discrimination where it rears it’s head within
our movement!

3.

I will advise our NEC and where appropriate seek advice from liberation campaigns so that any work carried out by the National Exec.
Does not marginalise any of our students.

4.

Cross Campaign working– I will bring FE representatives from each of
the four liberation campaigns and we will work together to make our
work bigger and better than before.

5.

I will try and set up a network of liberation officers across all our unions to share support as well as best practice.
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If you require this manifesto in an alternative
format then please feel free to get in touch!
Please also get in touch with any questions or
contributions you may have

